
Kama Sutra

1. Number

2. Verb Ending In Ing

3. Animal

4. Body Part (Plural)

5. Body Part

6. Body Part

7. Body Part

8. Adverb

9. Adjective

10. Adverb

11. Adjective

12. Animal

13. Body Part (Plural)

14. Body Part (Plural)

15. Body Part

16. Body Part

17. Body Part

18. Body Part

19. Noun

20. Piece Of Machinery

21. Body Part

22. Noun

23. Body Part (Plural)
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24. Type Of Tool

25. Past Tense Verb

26. Noun

27. Noun



Kama Sutra

Last week I had the best sex in a long time! I bought a copy of the kama sutra and tried

Number new sex positions, let me tell you about my favorite 3!

First there was the Verb ending in ing Animal I put my Body part (plural) behind my

Body part and my boyfriend put his Body part in my Body part . In this position he was

really able to thrust Adverb and it felt so Adjective . I think he must have like it too because he

came really Adverb

The second one we tried was the Adjective Animal I had to put my Body part (plural) on the

floor and my Body part (plural) on the table to make sure that my Body part was up in the air. Then he

put his Body part in my Body part while grabbing my Body part and licking my ear...it was

fantastic. He liked this one too because he came so hard there was jizz on the



Noun

Finally, we tried the Piece of machinery I put my Body part on the Noun and my

Body part (plural) in the air and he put a Type of tool inside of me. That one hurt a lot and I

Past tense verb halfway through, in the end we both liked it though.

Next time we try moves from the book we will be sure to have lots of Noun and towels on hand, and

maybe a Noun You should get a copy!
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